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Weird rules no one reads
• There are no prelims, because there is never enough turnout 

to justify their existence. If the situation is otherwise, we will 
be shocked enough to compile one on the spot, so….please 
don’t do that.

• 30 ordinary questions, 4 ordinary connects, 1 mega connect. Connects after 
every 6.

• Designed for six teams 

• “Something clever about the quiz master being the savior of 
the universe” 



Behold….

All jobless people i.e. those who have showed are hereby decreed to praise the 
effort that has been made in selecting the placeholder slides.

We introduce the hero of this quiz.



Round 1: The standard Round

+20/-20 on the pounce

+10/0 on bounce

Question titles may be hints



Fact, not fiction
In the 1967 bollywood film Aman a Indian (Rajendra Kumar) earn his medical degree from London and want 
to leave for Japan to help the victims of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic blasts. 
This movie features one of the most unlikely cameos you will ever see in all of cinema, by a person whose 
appearance in this film gave him a finite Erdos-Bacon number; an insignificant addition in his list of 
extraordinary achievements. A towering intellect of the 20th century, he is one of the most influential people 
to have ever lived. Identify him.
Some quotes:

“I should not have guessed that he(Lenin) was a great man; he struck me as too opinionated and narrowly 
orthodox. His strength comes, I imagine, from his honesty, courage, and unwavering faith—religious faith in 
the Marxian gospel, which takes the place of the Christian martyr's hopes of Paradise, except that it is less 
egotistical... I went to Russia a Communist; but contact with those who have no doubts has intensified a 
thousandfold my own doubts, not as to Communism in itself, but as to the wisdom of holding a creed so 
firmly that for its sake men are willing to inflict widespread misery.”

Advocates of capitalism are very apt to appeal to the sacred principles of liberty, which are embodied in one 
maxim: The fortunate must not be restrained in the exercise of tyranny over the unfortunate

To fear love is to fear life, and those who fear life are already three parts dead.

Education authorities, sacrifice the children to what they consider the good of the State by teaching them 
"patriotism," i.e., a willingness to kill and be killed for trivial reasons.”

Of all forms of caution, caution in love is perhaps the most fatal to true happiness.



Bertrand Russell

The title of the question slide “fact not fiction” was reference 
to Russell’s famous work ‘fact and fiction’.
(His only work that I have read)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k799LiPqu2g


Thus spake the Guardian
“X is a quintessential product of the Czech mannerist, Habsburg 
high Renaissance, Budapest neo-humanist style. .. 
So this portrait is a study in ‘temptation’, and as such it is 
inflected with a sensuality typical of mannerist art. 
In 16th-century Europe, artists bored by the classical rules of the 
Renaissance portrayed the human figure in a more ‘mannered’ 
way, stretching out limbs and necks, distorting poses. This 
youth's long fingers are typically mannerist. So much about him 
– his short hair, finely clad form, those hints of depravity – 
echoes the mannerist genius Bronzino.”

ID the painting X.



The Boy with Apple
(truly)



Specific painting in high culture? 
There is but one

This picture was painted by 
Ivan Albright
for the film adaptation in 
1945. He was specifically 
chosen to paint it as he was 
well known for his depictions 
of the macabre.

What is so macabre about 
this? 
Just give me the name.



The Picture of Dorian Gray



1

Still sat ____ though scorched by various flame 
Of solar fire and fires of kindled birth, 
Until at summer's end the waters came. 
Steam rose from her body as it rose from earth.
With momentary pause the first drops rest 
Upon her lash then strike her lower lip, 
Fracture upon the highland of her breast, 
Across the ladder of her waist then trip 
And slowly at her navel come to rest

4
The busts of flirtatious women that are graced by 
bosomy bosoms are bedaubed and reddened 
with the redness of heart-stealing saffrony 
skincare
Unbearable is the touch of new silk cloths on the 
discoid of their waistline, or fine fabric on their 
robust breasts.
On reaching the valleys of bosomy busts of 
women of age, the winter breeze is attaining 
their coolant splendidness, but when those 
bosoms are pressingly hugged by their lovers it is 
incarcerated there with an unable pain, that pain 
bewailing for a release of that breeze

2
The pathways on ground are 
indiscernible for it is pitch-
black, even in such nights the 
lover-seeking women are 
making haste on those paths, 
that are indiscernibly shown by 
the flashes of torch-lights, 
called the flashes of lightning, 
for they are impassioned to 
meet their lovers, to all intents 
and purposes

3

Some indescribable resplendence is frolicking in my 
heart that appears to have forsaken its original entity 
to certain degree for the sake of its human tendency on 
earth, yet that which has not forsaken its own 
uniqueness for the sake of humanity; though 
youthfulness is just now booming, his fervency to be 
fully romantic is unobscured; though youthfulness is 
verging upon his age, boyishness is still persisting in 
him; thus, this must be the double-front of primordial 
resplendence.

  Just one question
Who is this genius?

Bonus
2,3,4 are from same work

and 1 is from another.
+5 for getting the former.

+10 for getting the latter.



LoL :p
The first extract was from Kumar Sambhava(birth of kumar) 
that describes in “great detail” the events, processes and 
“exchanges” leading to the birth of kartikeya.
[½ of the book is about the exchanges] 

The other three are from Ritusamhara which has 6 cantos 
each of every season and how lovemaking changes wrt them.
I wanted to put winter and summer as well but… ...



Shortened form of an Arabic phrase.

An Italian clown character.

The opening verses from this...



Bismillah, Scaramouche, Fandango



 The origins of this song are disputed but it was first published 
in 1929 and was #3 on AFI’s 100 songs list. 
It was widely covered by many artists however today its 
popularity comes from being the centrepiece of the movie X 
in a memorable sequence by actor Y. 
However the quizmaster first encountered an ad-libbed 
version this song in an “unmemorable” scene in movie Z. 
The director of Z bought the right of the song immediately 
after he completed the filming. 
It is said that Y(the actor) was angered at the usage of the 
song in Z(trust me he had very valid reasons.)

Give me X,Y and Z. 
 



X- Singing in the rain

Y- Gene Kelly

Z- Clockwork Orange(what else)



+100/-50

Think Lit 
Hardcore Lit



+60/-20



Daedalus

+40/-20
Three quarks for Muster 
Mark.



Daedalus

+20/-10 on ponce
+10/0 on bounce

Three quarks for Muster 
Mark.



  James Joyce Three quarks for Muster Mark is from 
‘Finnegans Wake’ and was the reason cited 
by Murray Gell Mann for naming ‘quarks’ 
‘quarks’.

The tale of daedalus and icarus an influence 
on the protagonist of Portrait of Artist as a 
Young Man, his name is Stephen Daedalus.

(Self portrait of an artist as a young man).

The odyssey = ulysses 

IRA = Ireland



Not your usual manga adaptation





Recent film connect, pls.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=njKLdjloQ9k


Inglorious Basterds Intro

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEYDFM4tQTk


No marks for the painter.
Name the painting/or the funda(look closely)



Geo political child watching the birth of the new man

America is born



Just the band name, please.



ZZ Top. Pot ZZ and Pizza.



Irony/10

What exactly is so ironic about this ‘patriotic’ bollywood song ? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFGHOqvMZyg


Ripoff of Israel’s anthem

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjfFpFW9OdA


A Space Opera

Recently, this video gained 2 million views in less than a week due to a new 
trailer for the fourth installment of a video game series. What game could 
possibly need “riders in the sky” ? One set in another galaxy, of course. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mynzbmrtp9I


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uG8V9dRqSsw


+100/-50



+90/-50



+60/-30



+40/-20



+40/-20



+20/-10 on ponce
+10/0 on bounce



True Detective scene with Casey’s last ride in the 
background

The scene from Taxi driver where he quotes from the 
album “The Silver tongued Devil and I”  to Betsy by 
saying “he is a prophet...”

The Last King of Scotland features a cover of Bobby 
Gee arguably his most famous song

The Highwayman, he is one of the four men in the 
photo.

Kris Kristofferson



The following clip is from the film, “Children of Heaven” by acclaimed Iranian 
director Majid Majidi. It was nominated for the oscar in the foreign film 
category in 1998.
This scene is considered as homage to a classic neorealist movie X which is 
widely considered to be one of the best movies of all times.
Give me X

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bhGFCS11OR8


The Bicycle Thief



Spell it with an S
X is one of the world’s leading organizations in its field. Founded in the 1950s, it remains to be 
relevant today, and chances are that you have used X’s inventions - or rather, invention - extensively.

However, X itself has nothing to do with MELA...unless of course, it has been featured in something 
MELA. 

Reddit AMAs done by X employees are often fraught with the [serious] tag, requesting specifically that 
“the show” not be mentioned and the discussion kept to technical matters. As irritated as X may be by 
“the show”, the employees will often make subtle nods to it in online interactions.

“The show”, and X, please.





This is Handel’s famous composition “Zadok the Priest” . 

English composer Tony Britten was hired in 1992 to compose what is now an 
extremely famous piece of music. He adapted the music of “Zadok the priest” 
and wrote a chorus with 3 languages.  

What did he create? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JcfR4utkASo


UEFA Champions league anthem

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mf9LUNB-JsM


Southee joke time!

______ Moondram Vidhi is a Tamil film, marking the debut of 
director Thai Muthuselvan.

The tagline reads :

“Action, and great reaction.”

It was mistaken early on as an “educational film”. This has since 
fixed itself, as it’s a rather run of the mill love story, albeit with an 
unusual name.

So what’s the inspiration for this ?



Newtonin Moondram Vidhi



On the other side of the world……

“Scorsese's film(Goodfellas) began with a narrator who said that 
for as long as he could remember he wanted to be a gangster. 
The narrator of this film seems to have had no other choice.” – 
Roger Ebert

In terms of foreign films, this one is near the top. It was chosen 
several times among “Best Foreign Film” lists, and remains, by 
far, the most critically acclaimed film abroad from its country.

Several actors in the film were actual slum dwellers. The film 
itself is adapted from a book, written by an author from the 
same slum. It is also based on the life of Wilson Rodriguez, a 
photographer, and this is evident from the lead character.



City of God



Name of 16th century work by Tintoretto?
Go ahead, stare at the breasts.



Origin of the Milky Way



+100/-50



+80/-40

B 
but not

 N



B but 

not N

+60/-30



+40/-20

B but 

not N



+40/-20

B but not N

+20/-10 on ponce
+10/0 on bounce



King’s solution to hatter’s riddle in the shining 
was  
“The higher the fewer, of course!” Have 
another cup of tea!".

Tea and the clock stuck at 6 are there because 
of hatter’s curse

Eyes of the cat? seriously :p

Hatter’s riddles or raven 
and the writing desk or 
anything else on the 
discretion of the Quizmaster



What is being parodied ?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kzb3oKk8Gvs


Printer breaking scene 
in office space

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9wsjroVlu8


Prophetic
“Bart to the future” is an episode from the 11th season of The Simpsons. 
Released back in 2000, it predicts an American future where Bart’s sister, Lisa, is 
the first female president trying to rebuild a broken nation whose economy is in 
the gutter.

In 2015, the episode has gone viral. However, the cause is not due to Hillary’s 
candidacy and the fact that she might, indeed, become the first female president, 
but another aspect of the episode.

Enough hints. What aspect ?



Donald Trump preceded Lisa



Throwback Thursday
The King in _____ is a collection of horror stories first released in 1895. With distinct influences on H.
P. Lovecraft, this anthology shot back to relevance recently, when it managed to influence something 
more recent. FITB and give me that something.

An excerpt :

Camilla: You, sir, should unmask.

Stranger: Indeed?

Cassilda: Indeed it's time. We have all laid aside disguise but you.

Stranger: I wear no mask.

Excerpt 2 : 

Along the shore the cloud waves break,

The twin suns sink behind the lake,

The shadows lengthen

In ______.



True Detective :
 Yellow King, Carcosa



Trying his best. Trying.



Vandelay! Say Vandelay!



Connect pls. Bonus for parts.

Has NOTHING to do with the Godfather.



Weird Al Yankovic. Royals->Foil. 
Piano Man->Ode to a superhero, 
and Gangsta paradise to Amish 

Paradise.



The background matters

Z is one of the playable heroes in DOTA 2. Z’s powers revolve around 
chemistry and the correct combination of ingredients. 
Z is unusual in that he consists of two characters, a giant and a dwarf 
together working as a team. Most DOTA heroes, of course, reference 
something in pop culture, and Z is no different. The initial concept for Z 
simply read “His name is X and he’s a Y”.
X is not a proper word, it’s a shortening of a common male first name, 
especially in continental Europe. Y is a proper word which refers to a 
scientific profession. 
Concatenating X and Y gives Z. When you consider X and Y together, the 
reference becomes obvious.

Give me X,Y, Z and the reference.



Z = Alchemist
X = Al

Y = Chemist
Fullmetal Alchemist



+100/-50



+80/-40



+40/
-20



+20/-10 on 
pounce
+10/0 on 
bounce



Crimes and misdemeanors was a film 
adaptation though with a different 
resolution.

Love and death was a parody and 
also it was set in Russia.

Trial was hugely influenced by it and 
Kafka even called Dostoyevsky a 
blood relative.

Death Note: Light Yagami like 
Raskolnikov justifies killing as a 
service to the world. 

Crime And Punishment by 
Dostoyevsky



The following is a painting by Joseph Wright of Derby, completed by 1790.
Which 'Aww' inspiring tragic scene is the painting depicting?



Juliet discovers Romeo



I preach to the choir





Power of a God, soul of a man
X is perhaps this author’s most beloved creation. It is not his original work, the character itself has 
existed in various forms in literature previously. However, it most assuredly is unique among all 
variants of X.

The author had this to say about X :

“Sometimes I get nice letters from people who ….. hope I've got him right.

Those are the kind of letters that cause me to stare at the wall for some time.” 

These “people” are mostly children. Otherwise, these letters just don’t have the same impact. What 
are we talking about ?



Pratchett’s Death



 Keeping it easy.





X of Y
The following is a translation of an extremely popular book 
series ( by Andrzej Sapkowski ) in its language and native area, 
though most of us probably know it from its adaptation alone, 
which is multilingual. The adaptation recently released its 
third installment to widespread critical acclaim, known in its 
native tongue as Dziki Gon. ID X and Y.



Geralt of Rivia. Witcher will do.





Star Wars



+150/-75



+120/-60



O, wonder!
How many goodly creatures are there here!
How beauteous mankind is! O brave new 
world,
That has such people in't! 

+90/-45



O, wonder!
How many goodly creatures are there here!
How beauteous mankind is! O brave new 
world,
That has such people in't! 

+50/-25



O, wonder!
How many goodly creatures are there here!
How beauteous mankind is! O brave new 
world,
That has such people in't! 

+30/-15



O, wonder!
How many goodly creatures are there here!
How beauteous mankind is! O brave new 
world,
That has such people in't!  

+15/0



Miranda
Orlando Bloom is married to Miranda Kerr.

The quoted verse is from Miranda in the Tempest.

Miranda is a BBC sitcom.

It’s also a soft drink, and one of the moons of Uranus.

Lastly, that is the DU Miranda House logo.

The very first clue is from The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie, featuring the fictional country 
of Miranda.


